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This work of literary nonfiction, eco-literature, explores the role wolves have
played in Norwegian cultural history, drawing on insights from the
environmental humanities. From Norse mythology and the Viking Age, it traces
human–wolf relations through medieval superstition to the systematic wolf
persecution of the nineteenth century, when wolves were almost driven to
extinction, and finally to the current situation, where wolves stand a chance of
recovery but are kept endangered through legal and illegal hunting. The
contrast between cultural landscapes and old-growth forest is thrown into
sharp relief. Wolves are a keystone species and have become a flagship species
for restoration and rewilding.

Endre Harvold Kvangraven (b. 1982) is a
writer and ecological philosopher. He has
lived in Africa but is now back in his native
Norway, where his research centers on the
relations between humans and wildlife. He
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VIDEO
See YouTube for the author's presentation

'Kvangraven’s knowledge of his
subject is vast and the narrative
voice glides seamlessly through
the common history of wolves
and humans. (…) Kvangraven’s
book can be read as a harsh
critique of civilization.'
Vårt Land
'If you want to know where the
fear of and fascination with
wolves comes from, then you
will find the answers here.'
Dag O. Hessen, author and
biologist
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